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     The tomb of Neferhotep, TT49, contains a scene of the owner of the tomb being 
embraced by his parents. This scene shows Neferhotep being welcomed into the afterlife 
by his parents and indicates the importance of the family in the transition to the afterlife 
and the reunion with loved ones that is associated with this moment. Moreover, although 
the tomb dates to the post-Amarna period, parallels cited in this thesis suggest that the 
embracing scene in this tomb fits into a larger visual and textual tradition that originated 
in the Old Kingdom. This evidence contradicts the characterization by Davies that the 
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Chapter One: Introduction 
 
     A scene from Theban Tomb 49, the tomb of Neferhotep, depicts the owner and his 
parents facing one another and embracing.
1
 (fig. 1) This is compositionally unusual for 
Egyptian art and practically unique for this combination of family members.
2
 The reason 
for this has been attributed to the fact that the tomb was created during the reign of Ay in 
the late eighteenth dynasty, which was shortly after the end of the Amarna period, an era 
known for its innovations in style and composition.
3
 However, this thesis will 
demonstrate that the royal art characteristic of the Amarna period may not have 
influenced the non-royal tradition with respect to the composition and content of 
Neferhotep‟s embracing scene. Rather, we will see that this scene and other references to 
the family are grounded in traditions of depiction and literature which reach back at least 
to the Old Kingdom. It was these traditions that integrated the family into the mortuary 
setting, focusing on transition, completeness, and the afterlife of the individual and 




     To explore these aspects of the embracing scene we will first examine the placement 
of the scene within the tomb. The setting in which each scene appears is vital to an 
understanding of the context and meaning of the scene. Secondly, we will examine how 
much influence the Amarna period might have had on the depiction of the non-royal 
                                                 
1
 For the purposes of this paper a posture of embrace will be defined as a composition of two or 
more figures one of whom must have one or both arms around another figure in the composition.  
 
2
 Gay Robins, “Some Principles of Compositional Dominance and Gender Hierarchy in Egyptian 
Art,” Journal of the American Research Center in Egypt, Vol. XXXI, 1994, p. 33-40: p. 39.  
 
3
 Norman de Garis. Davies, The Tomb of Nefer-hotep at Thebes (New York: The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, 1933; Reprint, New York: Arno Press, 1973), p. 43. 
 
4
 Ibid., Plate XXXIX.  
 2 
family within that period. The third issue that we will examine is how this scene fits into 
the tradition of depictions of family that developed in the Old Kingdom, followed by how 
that development carried on into the pre-Amarna New Kingdom period and the post-
Amarna and Ramesside period. Finally, we will consider how this scene may relate to 
funerary texts and the specific vocabulary and concepts used within those texts. The 
examples that we will examine in this discussion will be limited to two dimensional art, 
and with the exception of the chapter concerning the Amarna period, the focus of the 
visual aspects of this thesis will be non-royal art from the wall decoration of tombs.  
     Most previous scholarship has focused on other aspects of the tomb of Neferhotep.  
The only published work to date that mentions this scene at all, providing only a short 
discussion of it, is by the English artist, Norman de Garis Davies, who, with his wife 
Nina, travelled throughout Egypt in the early twentieth century, making water-color 
copies and documenting the tombs and temples of Egypt.
5
 Other aspects of this tomb 
which have been studied include the solar hymns and solar associations, and the inner 
chamber‟s views of the temple of Karnak.
6
 Currently an international team has been 
working on a cleaning and conservation project in the tomb.
7
 Hopefully this may reveal 
                                                 
5
 Warren R. Dawson and Eric P. Uphill. Who Was Who in Egyptology, 2
nd
 Revised Edition 
(London: The Egyptian Exploration Society, 1972), p. 77-78.  
 
6
 Jan Assmann, Sonnenhymnen in Thebanischen Gräbern (Mainz am Rhein: Verlag Philipp von 
Zabern, 1983).; Agnès Cabrol, “Remarques au sujet d‟une scène de la tombe de Neferhotep (TT 49): Les 
fonctions de Neferhotep, la representation des abords Quest de Karnak et son contexte.” Cahiers de 
Recherches de l'Institut de Papyrologie et d'Égyptologie de Lille 15, (1993), pp. 19-30; V. Pereyra, S. 
Fantechi and A. Zingarelli. “A Figuration of an Egyptian Theban Belonging to Ay‟s Reign: TT 49,” in 
Proceedings of the Ninth International Congress of Egyptologists, Grenoble, 6-12 September 2004 
(Leuven: Peeters, 2007. pp. 1485-1494).; Melanie Wasmuth, Innovation und Extravaganzen: Ein Beitrag 






other scenes which Davies‟ epigraphic survey did not document, or clarify details of 
scenes which he noted were illegible or damaged. 
 4 
Chapter Two: The Tomb of Neferhotep 
 
     The tomb of Neferhotep is located on the west bank of Thebes on the Khōkheh ridge. 
(fig. 2) Its method of construction is rock-cut, the decoration is carved in low relief, 
plastered, and painted.
1
 The tomb plan consists of an open courtyard, a narrow transverse 
hall, a pillared inner-chamber, and rock-cut burial chambers.
2
 (fig. 3) The axis of the 
tomb is only a few degrees south of due west leading back into the cliff. The courtyard 
leading into the tomb‟s chapel contains two stelae. A short corridor leads to an transverse 
hall which is relatively narrow along its east-west axis, however, it is quite long along its 
north-south axis. Another short corridor, where the embracing scene is located, leads into 
a pillared hall with a niche for statues at its west end. The focus of the decorative 
program of the tomb is the chapel. The subterranean burial chambers either were not 




     The embracing scene is oriented so that the figure of Neferhotep, on the viewer‟s left, 
appears to be entering the tomb from the east and greeting his parents, on the right, as 
they exit the inner chamber from the west. (fig. 1) Unfortunately, the scene itself has 
sustained a large amount of damage. Many of the fine details are obliterated and parts of 
the inscription above it are missing.
 4
  
                                                 
1
 Norman de Garis. Davies, The Tomb of Nefer-hotep at Thebes (New York: The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, 1933; Reprint, New York: Arno Press, 1973), p. 1-2, 11-12. 
 
2
 Ibid., pp. 10-11. Note that one of the burial chambers is a subsidiary burial chamber the entrance 




 Ibid., Davies does not comment on the lack of decoration in the burial chambers or note if they 
may originally have been decorated.   
 
4
 Ibid., Plate VIII, XXXIX, p. 2, 43.  
 5 
     Neferhotep, his father Neby, and his mother Iuy wear perfume cones and broad 
collars, as well as linen garments typical of the New Kingdom.
5
 Neferhotep wears a short 
wig, in contrast to his father whose head is clean shaven or bald. His mother wears a long 
wig and a fillet of lotus buds. 
6
 Neferhotep and his father are placed so that their clothing 
and forms overlap. Both of Neferhotep‟s feet and his forward (left) arm, which embraces 
his father‟s shoulders, are placed in the front of the plane of his father‟s feet and his 
father‟s leading (right) arm that crosses over behind Neferhotep‟s leading arm to embrace 
him. This gives Neferhotep compositional dominance as the tomb owner. His mother 
stands slightly behind his father and places her leading arm around Neby. This embrace 
physically integrates Iuy into the composition. Her figure is overlapped by her husband‟s 




          Since Neferhotep‟s embracing scene is an image from a tomb, it cannot be viewed 
in isolation, out of its context. The text that accompanies it states: “Very good is that 
which has been done for thee, that which Amen Re has given.”
8
 This links the scene 
specifically to one of the prayers inscribed on the false rafters of the ceiling in the 
transverse hall.
9
 However, the scene is also linked to the decorative elements in the 
                                                                                                                                                 
 
5
 Gay Robins, The Art of Ancient Egypt (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 
1997), p. 142. 
 
6
 Davies, The Tomb of Nefer-hotep at Thebes, Plate XXXIX. 
 
7
 Gay Robins, “Some Principles of Compositional Dominance and Gender Hierarchy in Egyptian 
Art,” Journal of the American Research Center in Egypt, Vol. XXXI, 1994, p. 33-40: p. 39. 
 
8
 Davies, The Tomb of Nefer-hotep at Thebes, p. 43. Davies‟ translation.  
 
9
 Ibid, p. 43, 66-68, Plate LVIII, LIX. 
  
 6 
transverse hall, other prayers on the ceiling, and the context of the overall decorative 
scheme.  
 
Courtyard and Entrance Decoration  
     The decoration of Neferhotep‟s tomb begins outside the entrance with two stelae set 
into the walls of the courtyard, one on the north side and one on the south. Unfortunately 
the stele to the north side of the door is illegible.
10
 The stele to the south is better 
preserved, although large portions of the text are missing.
11
 The stele is round topped. In 
the lunette at the top of the stele are two complementary scenes. On the left, Neferhotep 
is shown facing the viewer‟s right standing before Osiris with his hands raised. Behind 
him, Meryet-Re, his wife, stands with arms outstretched holding two Hathor-headed 
sistra. Before Neferhotep, Osiris sits on a raised platform. Behind him, the goddess of the 
west stands and stretches her leading hand forward to rest it on Osiris‟ shoulder. The 
center of the lunette is occupied by a large Dd-pillar, under which a nbw sign is placed 
and above which, in the top of the lunette, a solar bark sails on the hieroglyph for 
heavens. On either side of the bark the corners of the lunette are filled with text. On the 
other side of the Dd-pillar in the second scene, where Neferhotep is shown facing the 
viewer‟s left with his arms raised in a gesture of adoration, Meryet-Re again stands 
behind him. She holds a menet necklace dangling from her lowered leading hand and 
raises her following hand to hold up a Hathor-headed sistrum. Before them is a seated 
                                                 
10
 Ibid., p. 48.  
 
11
 Ibid., Plate XXXIV, p. 48-50.  
 
 7 
figure of Anubis, followed by a standing figure of the goddess of the east identified by 
her headdress.  
     The doorjambs of the entrance are inscribed with prayers to Osiris, Ptah-Sokar, 
Anubis, Hathor, Amun, Mut, and Thoth.
12
 The short entrance hall bears parallel scenes of 
Neferhotep and his wife adoring the rising and setting sun.
13
 On the south side of the 
passage Neferhotep and Meryet-Re face outwards toward the east. Neferhotep is placed 
in front of Meryet-Re. He raises his hands in adoration. Behind him Meryet-Re holds a 
sistrum in her leading hand and raises her other hand in a gesture of adoration. On the 
north side of the passage the scene is compositionally the same with the exception of two 
details. The first is that the figures face the west, and the second is that, in addition to the 
sistrum in Meryet-Re‟s leading hand, she holds a menet-necklace.  
 
Transverse Hall  
     The eastern wall of the transverse hall is devoted to funerary motifs.
14
 The top register 
shows boats of mourners moving from left to right across the wall to the tomb where final 
rites are preformed for the deceased. The second register contains a scene of Neferhotep 
and Meryet-Re looking at the funerary goods that have been prepared for their tomb. The 
final register is very fragmentary. However, originally it apparently showed Neferhotep‟s 




                                                 
12
 Ibid., Plates XXXV, p. 50-51.  
 
13
 Ibid., Plates XXXVI, XXXVII, p. 52-54.  
 
14
 Ibid., Plates XX-XXIV, p. 39-47.  
 
15
 Ibid., p. 45.  
 8 
     The north and south walls are somewhat fragmentary but are dedicated to stelae.
16
 The 
stele on the south wall is partially preserved.
17
 In the lunette is a scene of Osiris and 
Anubis facing one another over an offering table. The lower part of the stele is devoted to 
a prayer which had mostly disappeared by the time that Davies copied the tomb.  This 
stele is framed on each side with mirror images in two stacked registers.
18
 At each side 
Neferhotep is seated in the top register of these frames facing inward toward the stele 
with an offering table before him. In the lower registers, Meryet-Re is also shown seated 
facing the stele before an offering table.  
     The south end of the west wall is focused on Neferhotep‟s and Meryet-Re‟s 
interactions with the palace, specifically reward scenes.
19
 The arrangement is unusual 
because it includes two rewards scenes. (fig. 4) In one Neferhotep is shown before King 
Ay and his queen in a Window of Appearance.
20
 This scene is placed at the north end of 
this section of wall, adjacent to the entrance to the passage to the inner room. The other 
scene depicts Meryet-Re before only the queen who is rewarding her from a Window of 
Appearance. This scene is placed close to the center of the top two registers of the wall. 
The scale of the scenes differs, with Neferhotep‟s being twice the size of Meryt-Re‟s 
scene. However, the composition of the scenes is very similar, as are the gifts, including 
gold of honor which each of them receives. These scenes form focal points around which 
                                                                                                                                                 
 
16
 Ibid., p. 56-60.  
 
17
 Ibid., Plate LVb, p. 57-58. 
 
18
 Ibid., Plates XIXa-b, p. 57-59.  
 
19
 Ibid., Plate IX-XVII, p. 17-27, Vol. 2, Plate I.  
 
20
 Unfortunately the text of this scene is extremely damaged. Davies believes that this is Ay based 
on a comparison of what remains of the cartouche with others of the period. Ibid., p. 19.  
 
 9 
the decoration of the wall revolves. The other scenes on the wall include one with 
Neferhotep being driven in a chariot and officials running before and behind him. Scenes 
at the top and bottom of the south end of the wall show what may be goods from the 
palace, a banquet scene in the second to bottom central register, and other scenes 
celebrating the honors accorded to these two figures.  
     The northern end of the west wall is related to the worship of Osiris and Hathor, 
together with a ritual meal.
21
 The scene of the worship of Osiris and Hathor is set under a 
pavilion that is placed so that is balances the Window of Appearance scenes on the other 
half of the west wall. The pavilion and the window are essentially placed back to back 
with only the passage to the inner room separating them. Before the gods, Neferhotep and 
Meryet-Re present offering bouquets. Much of the north end of the wall is missing. 
However, it is possible to see three registers of worshippers at a smaller scale behind the 
couple. The lowest two registers are dedicated to various ritual activities. Partial scenes 
from the lower registers of the north end of the wall seem to preserve mourning women 
and above them a priest offering to a seated couple.  
     The ceiling of the transverse hall is divided into false rafters running north-south 
which are covered in prayers which do not seem to carry on into the pillared hall. 
Between them are various decorative patterns. The center of the transverse hall along the 
axis leading to the west end of the tomb is delineated with a border in a checker pattern, 
and a central band of text. The ends of the rafters are capped by short false rafters, east-
west oriented, also inscribed with texts.
22
  
                                                 
21
Ibid., Plates XXX-XXXIII, p. 54-56. 
 
22
 Ibid., p. 66-69, Plates LVII-LIX. 
 
 10 
     We return now to the short hall between the transverse hall and the pillared hall. The 
doorjambs are also covered in prayers to Osiris, Ptah-Sokar, Anubis, Hathor, Amun, Mut, 
and Thoth.
23
 On the south side of the hall is the embracing scene, and on the north side of 
the hall is a scene with Neferhotep and Meryet-Re receiving bread and water from a tree-
goddess.
24
 (figs. 1 and 3) Neferhotep and Meryet-Re face toward the east. Neferhotep 
receives a loaf of bread with his leading hand. His following hand catches a stream of 
water that the goddess pours from a hes-vase. Standing behind Neferhotep, Meryet-Re 
raises her hands in adoration.  
 
Inner Pillared Hall 
     The final room of the tomb is a square, four-pillared hall. Unfortunately, much of the 
decoration was covered in a resin or varnish which made it impossible for Davies to 
include drawings of these scenes.
25
  
     The north wall is dedicated to a compilation of agricultural and temple scenes.
26
 The 
four lowest registers are detailed scenes of the storerooms and workshops of Karnak. (fig. 
5) The top area of the wall is divided into two registers on the left side which include 
scenes of agriculture and depictions of ships. On the right side of the register are scenes 
of Karnak temple, whose height equals twice that of the other registers on this wall. Some 
of the scenes seem to be set within Karnak showing offerings taking place. 
                                                 
23
 Ibid., Plate XXXVIII, p. 51-52.  
  
24
 Ibid., Plate XL, p. 43-44.  
 
25
 Ibid., p. 59. 
 
26
 Ibid., Plates XLI-XLIV, p. 28-38, Vol. 2, Plate III, VI.  
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     The scenes which survive on the pillars relate to the worship of various deities or 
deified personages. The east face of the north-east pillar is devoted to a scene of 
Neferhotep and Meryet-Re facing south and preparing to worship.
27
 Neferhotep raises a 
brazier in his leading hand, and Meryet-Re raises a sistrum. Before them a small 
attendant offers a tray of loaves of bread. On the south face of the pillar Neferhotep faces 
west and offers two bouquets of flowers to seated figures of a deified Amenhotep I and 
the king‟s mother Ahmose-Nofretiry.
28
 On the west face is a partial scene of Neferhotep 
facing south. The inscription mentions that Neferhotep is preparing to go out to follow 
the procession of Amun.
29
 
     On the north face of the south-east pillar a partial scene of Neferhotep entering from 
the east and meeting Re-Horakty has been preserved.
30
 On the west face of the pillar a 
scene shows Meryet-Re facing right and carrying a bouquet of flowers. Behind her are 
three small registers of attendants.
31
 
     Davies did not devote any plates to the south-west pillar. However he noted that all 
four sides contained traces of offering scenes and figures of Osiris.
32
 Only a small 
                                                 
27
 Ibid., Plate L, p. 60-61. 
 
28
 Ibid., Plate LI, p. 61-62.  
 
29
 Davies, The Tomb of Nefer-hotep at Thebes, Plate LIIIc, p. 62.  This may be a reference to the 
Valley Festival were the statue of Amun would travel from Karnak to Deir el Bahri. This festival involved 
the god‟s bark visiting the mortuary temples on the west bank. It was also a time when families would 
gather at their deceased relatives tombs to make offerings and to partake of a meal. Much like the European 
traditions of All Hallows it was a time when the worlds of the living and the dead were considered to be in 
close proximity. Lanny Bell, “The New Kingdom “Divine” Temple: The Example of Luxor.” in The 
Temples of Ancient Egypt. Byron E. Shafer, ed. Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1997. pp. 127-
184; pp. 136-137.  
 
30
 Davies, The Tomb of Nefer-hotep at Thebes, Plate LIIIb, p. 63. 
 
31
Ibid., Plate LII, p. 63. 
 
32
 Ibid., p. 64.  
 
 12 
amount of text is preserved from the top of the south face of the north-west pillar.
33
 The 
text indicates that the two figures depicted would have been Anubis and Neferhotep. 
From the orientation of the text, Anubis would have been facing east. Davies noted that 
the Anubis figure was seated and Neferhotep would have been facing to the west.
34
  
     The west end of the chapel, at the end of a direct axis from the entrance, is a 
niche, containing three dyad statues.
 35
 (fig. 6) The largest group, inscribed with the 
names of Neferhotep and his wife, faces out toward the east and the entrance of the 
tomb. The other two dyads are smaller and placed in recesses on the north and 
south walls of the niche. These could also be representations of Neferhotep and his 
wife or of parents or ancestors in general as they are uninscribed.  
 
Conclusions 
     The scenes in the transverse hall are generally focused on events that occur (or have 
occurred) within this world. Among these scenes are the preparation for the funeral, 
being honored by the king and queen, the ritual meal for the dead and the worship of 
Osiris. The prayers in the ceiling texts are prospective in form, as is typical.
36
 They 
indicate hopes for the future, and they do not seem to carry on into the inner pillared hall.  
     Unfortunately, the damage to the decoration in the inner chamber makes it difficult to 
generalize on the themes contained therein. However, one transverse hall prayer mentions 
                                                 
33
 Ibid., Plates LIIIa, p. 63-64. 
 
34
 Ibid., p. 63.  
 
35
 Ibid., p. 12-14, Plate Frontispiece.  
 
36
 James E. Hoch, Middle Egyptian Grammar (Mississauga: Benben Publications, 1997), p. 
88-89.  
 13 
“May my dwelling be fixed in Karnak and this my statue be of the train of Amun.”
37
 The 
scene of Karnak appears prominently on the northern wall of the inner chamber along 
with various agricultural scenes. This and the repeated personal interactions with deities 
may indicate that this is meant to be a view of the afterlife.  
     The embracing scene of Neferhotep is placed at a transition within the program of the 
tomb‟s decoration. One possibility is that the embracing scene is meant to mark a 
transition in Neferhotep‟s journey to the west. Neferhotep‟s parents may be presumed to 
be deceased, because in the fragmentary inscription above the figures, the epithet  mAa 
hrw “true of voice” is attached to his mother‟s name. Their embrace may indicate that his 
parents are welcoming him into the afterlife as is mentioned briefly in two of the ceiling 
texts. 
38
 It is possible that in this case embrace is meant to be a sign of reunion with the 
family as part of the transition into the afterlife.  
     However, what precedents for the posture of the mutual embrace exist, as well as what 
inspirations and meanings lie behind it, are questions which must still be answered. It is 
to these that we will turn in the following chapters. 
                                                 
37
 Davies, The Tomb of Nefer-hotep at Thebes, p. 67, Plate LVIII, LIX.  
 
38
 “May I see my father and may he give his two hands to me and may he repeat the words of 
welcome. May my mother embrace me and may she say to me “What has happened to thee has been 
ordained.” Ceiling text c. Ibid, p. 67. “Oh, that my mother and [my father] might say to me „That which has 
happened to thee is the happiest lot. Fill thou thy heart with the lord of the gods for thou hast reached the 
West.‟ ” Ceiling text o. Ibid., p. 68-69. 
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Chapter Three: The Amarna Period 
 
     After Davies documented the images and the plan of the tomb, he concluded with 
respect to the embracing scene that it “may point to a deepening of personal relationships 
with advancing refinement,” in the style of the post-Amarna period, although all visual 
parallels which he provided date to pre-Amarna periods.
1
 The Amarna period is known 
for the intimacy, emotion, and refinement of its depictions, especially of the royal family. 
Changes in religion, capital, and art have created a tendency to treat this period as though 
it is outside of the flow of Egyptian history. But how much influence can the period truly 
be credited with, especially in relation to Neferhotep‟s and other post-Amarna family 
scenes? 
 
Historical Background  
     The Amarna period is usually delineated as beginning with the reign of Amenhotep 
IV, although the change of capital cities which would give the period its name would not 
happen for another five to six years.
2
 The first indication of the religious and political 
changes that would become more extreme as time went on, and the height of the artistic 
changes, were some of the building projects which the new king would initiate at 
Karnak.
3
 The focus of these projects was a temple complex dedicated to the Aten, a solar 
                                                 
1
 Norman de Garis. Davies, The Tomb of Nefer-hotep at Thebes (New York: The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, 1933; Reprint, New York: Arno Press, 1973), p. 43.  
 
2
 Aidan Dodson, Monarchs of the Nile (New York: The American University in Cairo Press, 
revised edition 2000), p. 97-98. Cyril Aldred, Akhenaten: King of Egypt (London: Thames and Hudson, 
1988), p. 268, 271.  
 
3
 Note that some scholars see traces of the “Amarna style” and new solar emphasis in the art 
of the previous two kings, Thutmose IV and Amenhotep III.  However, the changes which 
inaugurated the Amarna period as defined by the reign of Akhenaten are more noticeable and 
definite, so it is from the art of  that period onward that we will concern ourselves. Betsy M. Bryan, 
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cult focused on the sun-disk itself.
4
 The style of the statues and reliefs which the king 
would commission to decorate these structures would deviate from the norm established 
over the previous millennia to a considerable degree.
5
 The art shows a new vision of the 
king as an angular, asexual being that was constructed using a new twenty square grid 




     By the fifth year of his reign Amenhotep IV would begin searching for a site for a new 
capital. The site that he settled on was an unpopulated bit of desert in Middle Egypt, 
which he named Akhet-Aten, “Horizon of the Aten,” now known as Tell El Amarna.
7
 At 
the same time the king would change his name from Amenhotep, meaning “Amen is 
satisfied,” to Akhenaten, “incarnation of the Aten.” His great royal wife, Nefertiti would 
also get a new name with an Atenist addition, Neferneferuaten, “beauty of the beauties of 
the Aten.”
8
 At this site the king would build an entirely new city based around the 
worship of the Aten. In the next ten to twelve years during which the site was constructed 
                                                                                                                                                 
The Reign of Thutmose IV (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1991), pp. 350-352, 354-
356. Johnson, W. Raymond. “Images of Amenhotep III in Thebes: Styles and Intentions,” in The Art 
of Amenhotep III: Art Historical Analysis, Lawrence Michael Berman, ed.  (Cleveland, Ohio: The 




 Aldred, Akhenaten: King of Egypt, p. 264. Donald Redford, The Akhenaten Temple Project: 
Initial Discoveries, Vol. 1 (Worminster: Aris and Phillips, 1976) p. 1.  
 
5
 Dodson, Monarchs of the Nile, p. 97.  
 
6
 Gay Robins, Proportion and Style in Ancient Egyptian Art. Austin, Texas: University of Texas 
Press, 1994. p. 123. Dorothea Arnold, “An Artistic Revolution: The Early Years of King Amenhotep 
IV/Akhenaten.” The Royal Women of Amarna: Images of Beauty from Ancient Egypt. Dorothea Arnold ed. 
(New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1996), p. 17.  
 
7
 Aldred, Akhenaten: King of Egypt, p. 269.  
 
8
 Dodson, Monarchs of the Nile p. 98-99, Note that these translations are only one set out of 
numerous possibilities. Salima Ikram, “Domestic Shrines and the Cult of the Royal Family at el-Amarna,” 
The Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, Vol. 75 (1989), p. 100.  
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and occupied, the temples, palaces, and tombs of both the royal family and the nobles 
would be decorated according to the guidelines of the king‟s new artistic and religious 
program.  
     In addition to the changes in the style of the figures of the Amarna period which were 
so distinctive, the subject matter and style of the scenes would also change. Art related to 
Amarna is focused on the royal family and the Aten. Both are central to the scenes both 
in composition and subject. The art shows a new emphasis on scenes of the private and 




     Scenes like those from the small stelae found in some of the houses show the royal 
family in private life. The stelae are considered to be the focus of private cult activities on 
the part of the residents of Amarna.
10
 It seems that they were set up as small household or 
garden shrines to serve as intermediaries in the worship of the Aten just as the living 




Examples of Royal Art  
     One of the most famous examples is on a stele now in the Egyptian Museum in 
Cairo.
12
 (fig. 7) The stele shows the king and queen with three of their daughters under 
the rays of the Aten. Akhenaten in seated on a stool on the viewer‟s left facing right. He 
                                                 
9
 Henri Frankfort, ed. The Mural Painting of El-Amarna (London: Egyptian Exploration Society, 
1929), p. 4. 
 
10
 Dodson, Monarchs of the Nile, p. 99.  
 
11
 Salima Ikram, “Domestic Shrines and the Cult of the Royal Family at el-Amarna,” p. 101.  
 
12
 W. Stevenson Smith, The Art and Architecture of Ancient Egypt (Revised edition. New Haven: 
Yale Press, 1998), p. 178, Egyptian Museum, Cairo, stele 44865.  
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dangles a piece of jewelry before one of his daughters who reaches up to grasp the 
jewelry. She stands between the king and the queen who is seated facing toward the king. 
Two more daughters are positioned on Nefertiti‟s lap. One stands and, facing her mother, 
reaches out to touch her mother‟s chin. The other daughter sits and reaches out to her 
sister. Above the family in the center of the composition is the Aten whose rays reach 
down to the family.
13
  
     Another stele is in the Berlin Egyptian Museum.
14
 (fig. 8) Akhenaten and Nefertiti are 
again shown with three daughters. The king and queen are shown seated opposite and 
facing each other. Akhenaten is on the viewer‟s left and Nefertiti on the right. On this 
stele Akhenaten raises one of his daughters to his face as though about to kiss her. She 
places her leading hand under his chin and with her following hand points toward the 
queen. Nefertiti is shown with a daughter seated on her lap. The queen places her forward 
hand over her daughter‟s knees as though to keep her in place. With Nefertiti‟s following 
hand she holds one hand with her seated daughter who is pointing toward the king. A 
third daughter stands on her mother‟s arm and raises her leading hand to touch the 
dangling ornament on her mother‟s crown. Over them the Aten shines reaching down 
toward the royal family.  
                                                 
13
 Krauss has questioned the authenticity of this piece although the issue has yet to be definitely 
resolved. The similarity to other examples of Amarna art in composition and content argue for its inclusion 
in the corpus until a more definitive conclusion is reached. Rolf Krauss, “Nefertiti‟s Final Secret,” KMT, 
Summer 2009, pp. 18-28. 
 
14
 Smith, The Art and Architecture of Ancient Egypt, p. 179. Dorothea Arnold, “An Artistic 
Revolution: The Early Years of King Amenhotep IV/Akhenaten.” The Royal Women of Amarna: Images of 
Beauty from Ancient Egypt. Dorothea Arnold ed. (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1996), p. 
98. Egyptian Museum, Berlin, Stele 14145.  
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     Other fragmentary stelae exist. One which would have had a particularly interesting 
composition is a fragment which is now in the Louvre.
15
 (fig. 9) The stele is thought to 
have originally shown Nefertiti seated on the knees of Akhenaten, with two daughters on 
her lap. Unfortunately, a diagonal break in the stele has resulted in the loss of most of the 
figures from the lower torso upward. What is preserved are the legs of what is presumed 
to be Akhenaten seated on an animal-footed stool or chair. Seated on his lap in a position 
that would have faced the figure toward him are the legs and lower torso of an adult 
female figure, presumably Nefertiti. On the thighs of the female figure are the feet and 
lower legs of two small figures which are presumed to be the couple‟s daughters.  
     Perhaps more relevant for our purposes would be the depiction of Akhenaten with his 
mother, the dowager queen Tiye.
16
 (fig. 10) This scene is part of a cycle depicting the 
royal family in the tomb of Huya, the steward of Tiye.
17
 The king is shown leading Tiye 
by the hand toward her sunshade. Akhenaten stands facing the viewer‟s left. With his 
trailing hand he reaches back and grasps Tiye‟s leading hand. The Aten hovers over the 
pair, reaching down to present an ankh to Tiye and Akhenaten. Behind them in two 
smaller horizontal registers stand seven male attendants on the top register, and below 




                                                 
15
 Aldred, Akhenaten: King of Egypt, p. 73. Louvre , E. 11624. 
 
16
 Aldred, Akhenaten: King of Egypt p. 285. Figure 8.  
 
17
 Norman de G. Davies, The Rock Tombs of El Amarna: Part II.- Tombs of Panehesy and Meryra 
II (London: The Egypt Exploration Fund, 1905), p. 2, Plates IV, VI, VIII.  
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The Non-Royal Art  
     In the non-royal tombs at Amarna we might expect to see a continuation of the scenes 
of daily life, offerings, and especially family scenes but with greater detail, intimacy, and 
style, mimicking the royal scenes which we have just documented. Yet, non-royal tombs 
seem to have been almost co-opted from their owners and turned into virtual shrines for 
the king and his god. Whereas scenes of family do exist in some of these tombs, for the 
most part they depict the royal family as the center of adulation by the adoring tomb 
owner and populace. A brief survey of the tombs of Amarna indicates that demonstrative 




     The non-royal rock-cut tombs at Amarna have been recorded in a six volume 
epigraphic survey. It is in those tombs that a scene similar to Neferhotep‟s would be most 
likely to occur. However a systematic examination of these volumes for representations 
of the tomb owner with his family reveals only two surviving examples and in one of 
these the figures are unlabeled. The fact that the inner chamber‟s decoration often was 
not completed leaves the possibility open that original decorative schemes would have 
included other family scenes. However, one can only argue from the evidence that exists.  
     The first scene is located in the tomb of Panehesy.
19
 (fig. 11) The scene shows 
Panehesy seated before an offering table facing the viewer‟s right. With his leading hand 
he reaches out toward the offering table which is stacked high with foodstuffs. On the 
other side of the table a priest stands offering a bouquet. Behind Panehesy is his wife, 
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 Norman de G. Davis, The Rock Tombs of El Amarna: Part II, Plate XXIII.  
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seated with her leading hand raised and her following hand placed close to her lap 
holding a bunch of flowers. Beside her stand two small figures which may be the 
couple‟s unlabeled daughters with their arms linked. On a small stool beside Panehesy 
another small, unlabeled, figure is seated. The kilt and sidelock of this figure suggests he 
is the couple‟s young son. All the figures are quite formally posed.  
     The only other scene from a non-royal context at Amarna which might qualify as an 
intimate family scene is extremely fragmentary. The scene is from the shrine of the tomb 
of Any.
20
 (fig. 12) It shows Any seated facing the viewer‟s right. Behind him are 
preserved fragments of the head and torso of a woman. Before Any stands a man with a 
jar in his hands, possibly performing an act of libation. The inscriptions of the scene are 
fragmented to an even greater degree than the representation. No texts assign an identity 
to the female figure.  
     From outside of the Amarna rock-cut tombs is one other example that may be 
relevant. It is a small stele from the south tomb cemetery, an area where members of the 
Amarna population were interred with only simple stele as grave markers, if that.
21
 The 
stele is pyramidal in shape, topped with eyes of Horus. (fig. 13) On the lower part of the 
stele a couple is shown oriented toward the viewer‟s right. The male figure reaches back 
with his following arm to embrace the female figure as he turns his head to look back at 
her. In turn she reaches forward with her leading arm to embrace him. Before them a 
small figure stands presenting offerings. Unfortunately, until the rest of the finds from the 
cemetery have been published, we cannot determine if family members beyond couples, 
                                                 
20
 Norman de G. Davis, The Rock Tombs of El Amarna: Part V.-Smaller Tombs and Boundary 
Stelae (London: The Egypt Exploration Fund, 1908), Plate X.  
21
 Barry Kemp, “The People‟s View of Eternity,” Horizon. Issue 8, Winter 2010, p. 2.  
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presumably husband and wife, were depicted in a similar posture or if other members of 
the family such as children where shown.
22
  
     The reasons behind the lack of intimate scenes among the non-royal individuals at 
Amarna may simply be cultic in nature. Some scholars have speculated that the royal 
family, especially Akhenaten and Nefertiti, formed a new triad with the Aten.
23
 Their 
children are then the expression of the creative life force of the Aten. As the focus of 
worship by the people, the royal family takes the place of the traditional gods.
24
 In the 
context of the tomb this function, as seen on the stelae, would have continued have 
relevance. Akhenaten does not seem to have ever created a new mythology of the 
underworld to replace the one that he had supplanted. Presumably, worship of the Aten 
through the royal family that had served as the cultic focus for life at Amarna, may have 
been expected to continue uninterrupted after death. This would mean that the traditional 
scenes of offering and family would pale in comparison to the new importance of the 
royal family as the only avenue to the afterlife. It could also mean that the scenes of 
affection that are seen as the setting of the royal family could have been restricted to 
them. Use of that posture could have been considered a sacrilegious action on the part of 
the craftsman.  
 
 
                                                 
22
 Other stele of non-royal couples have been found at Amarna. However, like the stele of Bak, 
they seem to present the couple in a relatively traditional pose. Rita Freed, Yvonne J. Markowitz, and 
Susan H. D‟ Auria, eds. Pharaohs of the Sun: Akhenaten, Nefertiti, Tutankhamen (Boston: Museum of Fine 
Arts, Boston, 1999), p. 128.  
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 Erik Hornung, Akhenaten and the Religion of Light (Translated by David Lorton. Ithica, New 
York: Cornell University Press, 1999), p. 74.  
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 Freed, ed.. Pharaohs of the Sun, p. 168.  
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Conclusions  
    Thus the features from Neferhotep‟s relief which can securely be attributed to the 
Amarna period are not the embracing scene and its posture but only the style of the 
figures, which retain some of the proportion and shape of Amarna figures. The figures 
still reveal some of the softness of the Amarna forms with slightly sagging abdomens and 
supple posture. The only scenes that show a high degree of Amarna influence are the 
Window of Appearances scenes from the transverse hall‟s west wall and the treatment of 
Karnak‟s architecture from the pillared hall.  
     Overall the decoration of Neferhotep‟s tomb exhibits a conscious return to traditional 
models of religion which may negate any lingering Amarna influence with respect to the 
decorative program. As a whole, the layout and content of the scenes seem to show an 
interest in reasserting the orthodoxy of the past over the innovations of the Amarna 
period.  
     Amarna period seems to have bequeathed a greater sense of intimacy and interaction 
to the style of the figures in images that post-date this period: some have argued for at 
least the next two centuries.
25
 However, from what evidence we have analyzed, the 
period may not have been a catalyst for a revision of non-royal family scenes either 
during or following the Amarna period. Therefore, we will search for the origin of family 
scenes in the Old Kingdom and trace their continuation into the early New Kingdom to 
judge how these scenes compare to post-Amarna family scenes.   
                                                 
25 H.A. Groenewegen-Frankfort, Arrest and Movement: An Essay on Space and Time in the 
representational Art of the ancient Near East (London: Faber and Faber Limited, 1960), p. 110, 112.  
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Chapter Four: Traditions of Depictions outside of Amarna 
    
     The representation of the embracing pose, outside of scenes that depict married 
couples, is rare, even in the New Kingdom. Therefore, examples of scenes that include 
embracing family members will be drawn on from as far back as the Old Kingdom. The 
existence of these scenes from Old Kingdom and pre-Amarna New Kingdom suggests a 
non-royal tradition that Neferhotep‟s embracing scene could be copying, while other 
post-Amarna family scenes show that Neferhotep‟s continuation of this type is part of a 
continuing tradition. Family scenes themselves are not rare since family depictions begin 
in dynasties four and five. However, the number, context, composition, and generations 
depicted varied to some extent from tomb to tomb as well as between periods.
1
 
     To begin, it may be helpful to see who and how the ancient Egyptians defined 
individuals as “family.” There are four collective terms for family; Abt, wHyt, mhwt, and 
hnw.2 The scope of terms which can be used to describe individual members of the family 
is limited. However, combining these terms to form compound forms of kinship terms 
allowed a wider range of relations to be expressed. The known vocabulary includes nine 
terms if the terms for wife are included, and terms for concubines are excluded. These 
terms are mwt-mother, it-father, sA-son, sAt-daughter, sn-brother, snt-sister, hi-husband, 
Hmt-wife or woman, and nbt pr-wife.3 To create a compound term to express, for 
                                                 
1
 Ann Macy Roth, “The Absent Spouse: Patterns and Taboos in Egyptian Tomb Decoration” 
Journal of the American Research Center In Egypt, Vol. XXXVI, 1999, p. 38. 
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 David Shennum, English-Egyptian Index of Faulkner’s Concise Dictionary of Middle Egyptian. 
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 Sheila Whale, The Family in the Eighteenth Dynasty of Egypt: A Study of the Representation of 
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example, a male grandchild, the term would be sA n sA.f, meaning “son of his son.”4 This 
approach at translation focuses on the literal meaning of the terms. However, many of the 
above terms can also be given a metaphorical or extended use.  
     For example, sn or snt can be used to describe a husband-wife relationship5 or the 
relationship of lovers in poetry,
6
 rather than its literal meaning of a male or female 
sibling. The term sn can also be used to describe a close friend.7 The terms for son and 
daughter can form parts of titles, like sA nsw or king‟s son. This has led to debate over 
where and when we can take kinship terms at face value as labeling a blood relationship.
8
 
Whether figures labeled with some of the more fluid terms are blood kin or not, in the 
tomb they are treated as family, grouped with family, and ultimately culticly could have 
functioned as family.  
     The cultic role of family is two-fold. The first is the family comprising of the 
following generations who are responsible for perpetuating the cult of the deceased. The 
second is the family of the preceding generations who are honored by these cultic acts..  
     The typical family scene positions the family in a manner similar to participants in a 
banquet scene. The tomb owner is often placed at an offering table, alone or with his 
wife. The family members are placed in registers. These figures are identified by their 
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names and relation to the owner of the tomb. There are various ways of positioning the 
characters in the scenes: standing, sitting, and kneeling. However, when the family is 
represented, any gestures of affection are most often confined to married couples and 
mothers with small children. Gestures of mutual affection are rare even within the genre 
of embracing couples.
9
 Because I have identified only two close parallels to the scene 
from Neferhotep‟s tomb which, unfortunately, are only described but not visually 
documented in their respective publications, I will also include in my discussion scenes 
from other non-royal tombs which include the posture of embracing family members 
outside of married couples that do not show the same face to face posture of embrace and 
greeting.  
 
Old Kingdom Tombs 
     The dynasty four chapel of Mersyankh at Giza is unusual in many ways.
10
 The 
inclusion of engaged statues depicting scribes and female relatives is unique to this 
tomb.
11
 The tomb also affords a special place for the representation of Mersyankh and her 
mother Hetep-heres, in postures of unusual affection.
12
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     Along the west room‟s west wall are two pair statues believed to represent Mersyankh 
and Hetep-heres.
13
 (fig. 14) One pair is placed on each side of a false door. On the right 
of the door, both figures wear identical shoulder length wigs and sheath dresses. They 
face straight forward and hold hands. On the left side of the false door both figures are 
dressed in exactly the same manner. However, this set of statues is posed so that the 
inside arm of each figure embraces the other. The figure on the viewer‟s right places her 
arm around the figure on the left and her hand on the other figure‟s waist. The figure on 
the viewer‟s left reaches around resting her hand on her companion‟s shoulder.  
     The dynasty five tomb of Mereruka contains family scenes that depict the tomb 
owner, sometimes accompanied by a diminutive wife, and neatly organized registers of 
miniscule figures of relatives.
 14
  The tomb also contains an atypical representation of 
Mereruka with two of his sons.
15
 (fig. 15) By Egyptian convention the sons are shown on 
either side of him. Each of Mereruka‟s hands is cradled by the clasp of both hands of 
each of his sons as all three of them stride forward in unison toward the viewer‟s left.  
     When examining the use of embracing in a non-traditional pair, the tomb of Ni-ankh-
khnum and Khnumhotep, sometimes called “The Tomb of the Two Brothers,” is one of 
the first to come to mind.
16
 (fig. 16) This Old Kingdom, fifth dynasty mastaba at Saqqara 
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has multiple scenes of the tomb owners embracing one another.
17
 These scenes have 
caused a great deal of speculation on the exact nature of their relationship.
18
 The posture 
used is actually more intimate than what is found in the tomb of Neferhotep. For 
example, in a scene from the west wall Ni-ankh-khnum and Khnumhotep are shown 
standing face to face so close that their noses touch. The figure on the viewer‟s right 
places his arm around the other‟s shoulders, while the one on the left reaches over and 




Pre-Amarna New Kingdom Tombs 
     I have yet to discover any visual parallels from First and Second Intermediate period 
tombs or Middle Kingdom tombs which would link the examples which we have 
examined in the Old Kingdom to the New Kingdom examples which we will look at 
below. However, there is one crudely carved example of a small unprovenanced stele 
from the Second Intermediate Period which does show the figure of the stele‟s owner 
holding hands with both his father and his mother.
 20
 (fig. 17) This does seem to show 
that something of the visual tradition of embracing scenes may have survived via this 
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media. However, for the context of the tomb, we will have to move on to a survey of the 
pre-Amarna New Kingdom. 
     In a few tombs, parents are given special emphasis: such is the case in the tomb of 
Senenmut, where his parents are often placed where a wife would normally be. (fig. 18) 
While explanations for this vary, one of the most accepted explanations is that Senenmut 
was unmarried. Roth notes that there is a correlation between men who did not depict a 
spouse and men who were employed by powerful women, whether or not they where 
married. Whatever the underlying reason, men who did not depict a spouse in their tomb, 
generally substituted their parents. This was the case in the tomb of Senenmut.
21
  
     In a set of parallel offering scenes in his tomb, one shows him with his mother and the 
other with his father.
 22
 Senenmut is shown seated, facing an offering table with one hand 
stretched out toward loaves of bread. Behind him are his parents, with his father on the 
viewer‟s left side of the niche and his mother on the viewer‟s right. Each parent is shown 
seated with an arm reaching forward and embracing him.  
     The tomb of Hepusonb, TT 67, is one of the smaller and more obscure tombs of the 
Theban necropolis. A proper epigraphic survey of this tomb, which dates to the reign of 
Hatshepsut, has yet to be done.
23
 However, Whale describes two scenes that show the 
tomb‟s owner being embraced.
24
 (fig. 19)  
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     These two scenes are placed parallel to each other on the walls of the long passage 
from the portico to the pillared hall, placing them in a similar liminal position to 
Neferhotep‟s embracing scene.
25
 On the south wall, Hepusonb is seated before an 
offering table facing the viewer‟s left. His father, who is seated behind him, reaches 
forward placing his leading hand on Hepusonb‟s forward shoulder and his following hand 
on Hapusonb‟s following upper arm.
26
 On the north wall of the passage Hepesonb is 
again shown seated before an offering table.
27
 In this scene he is shown with his mother. 
Their position and posture mirror the scene from the opposite side of the passage.  
     The tomb of Amenemhab, TT85, contains one of the few scenes which compares 
closely to the scene in Neferhotep‟s tomb.
28
 This tomb is dated to the reigns of Tuthmosis 
III and Amenhotep II. The scene is placed on the north-west face of one of the pillars in 
the first hall so that it could be seen along the central axis into the innermost areas of the 
tomb.
29
 As described by Whale, the scene depicts Amenemhab and his wife Baki as they 
meet Amenemhab‟s mother. Amenemhab and his wife stand on the viewer‟s right side of 
the scene. Baki stands behind Amenemheb and places her following arm on his far 
shoulder. Amenemhab reaches forward with his leading arm and grasps his mother‟s 
leading hand. She reaches across her body with her following hand and places it on 
Amenemhab‟s following shoulder to embrace him.  
                                                                                                                                                 
 
25
 Ibid., p. 26.  
 
26
 Ibid., Plate 1b.  
 
27
 Ibid., Plate 1a.  
 
28
 Whale, The Family in the Eighteenth Dynasty, p. 123-128; Porter and Moss, The Theban 
Necropolis, Part 1, p. 170-175.  
 
29
 Whale, The Family in the Eighteenth Dynasty, p. 125.  
 
 30 
     The next example from TT 45, presents us with a bit of a conundrum in terms of its 
ownership. The original owner, Dhout, commissioned the tomb during the reign of 
Amenhotep II.
30
 However, the tomb was then usurped by Dhutemhab during the reign of 
Ramses II. A scene in the tomb shows Dhout with his mother.
31
 (fig. 20) They are seated 
together on a lion-footed bench facing the viewer‟s right. Dhout holds a lotus in his 
leading hand and reaches toward an offering table with his following hand. His mother 
extends her leading hand to place it on his forward shoulder and holds a lotus in her 
following hand. While Dhutemhab usurped many of the tombs scenes, including the one 
directly below this one, the scene of Dhout and his mother remained untouched, possibly 
out of respect for this subject. 
     In the tomb of Kenamun, TT 162, from the reigns of Amenhotep II and Tuthmosis IV, 
a pair of scenes occurs that shares both a similar placement and content with 
Neferhotep‟s embracing scene.
32
 The scenes are placed at the entrance from the 
transverse hall to the innermost areas of the tomb. Unfortunately, Davies only mentions 
these scenes in passing in both the epigraphic survey of the tomb and in the survey of 
Neferhotep‟s tomb. Judging by his descriptions of the north side of the passage, 
Kenamun and his wife appear to enter from the viewer‟s left moving toward the inner 
chapel of the tomb. Kenamun is followed by his wife who is holding a bouquet of 
flowers. Facing them is Kenamun‟s father who grasps one of Kenamun‟s hands. The 
                                                 
30
 Porter and Moss, The Theban Necropolis, Part 1, p. 85.  
 
31
 Nornan De Garis Davies, Seven Private Tombs at Kurnah. London: Egyptian Exploration 
Society, 1948. Plate II.  
 
32
 Nina De Garis Davies, Scenes from some Theban Tombs: Nos. 38, 66, 162, with excerpts from 




south side of the passage contains a parallel scene that shows Kenamun‟s mother. She 




     The tomb of Ramose, TT 55, dates to the juncture between the reigns of Amenhotep 
III and his son Akhenaten.
34
 In addition to the famous scenes depicting Akhenaten, the 
tomb contains a family scene representing Ramose‟s brother with his wife and his 
mother-in-law embracing. 
35
 (fig. 21) The figures face the viewer‟s left and are all seated 
on lion-footed chairs. Ramose‟s brother sits first in line holding a scepter in his leading 
hand and reaches toward an offering table with his following hand. Behind him his wife 
extends her leading arm to rest her hand on his forward shoulder. Her mother reaches 
forward to place her leading arm around her neck and her following hand on her 
daughter‟s arm.  
     
Post-Amarna Tombs  
     Another Neferhotep, whose tomb, TT 50, dates from the reign of Horemheb, was a 
close contemporary of the Neferhotep of TT 49.
36
 Two scenes from the vestibule of TT 
50 show an unusual array of relatives seated together embracing one another. The scenes 
are placed in the top registers of the south-east and south west walls of the first chamber. 
                                                 
33
 Davies, Scenes from some Theban Tombs, p. 16. 
 
34
 Porter and Moss, The Theban Necropolis, Part 1, p. 105. 
 
35
 Norman de Garis Davies, The Tomb of the Vizer Ramose (London: The Egyptian Exploration 
Society, 1941), Plate XII.  
 
36
 Porter and Moss, The Theban Necropolis, Part 1, p. 95-97. Robert Hari, La tombe thébaine de 
pére divin Neferhotep (TT 50), (Geneva: Éditions De Belles-Lettres, 1985).  
 
 32 
     The scene on the south-west wall of the vestibule depicts seven relatives: the tomb 
owner‟s father, Amenemonet, his mother, Takhaat, two of his brothers, and three 
sisters.
37
 (fig. 22) These figures face toward the viewer‟s right and are shown seated on 
lion-footed chairs. All of the figures are identified by short vertical texts placed above 
them relating their names and relationships. Amenemonet raises his leading hand toward 
a male figure, who is extending a tray of offerings toward him and raises his following 
hand as if to greet him. All figures that follow Amenemonet are shown with their leading 
hand over the near shoulder of the figure before them and their following hand on the 
upper arm of the following arm of the preceding figure.  
     The scene on the opposite wall is similar but deals with the family of Rennutet, 
Neferhotep‟s wife.
38
 (fig. 23) This time a male figure identified as Ramesu, the father of 
Rennutet, is placed foremost in the group. All of these figures face toward the viewer‟s 
left. Ramesu is followed by his wife Mut-nefert. They are followed by one son and four 
daughters, presumably, the siblings of Rennutet. Again, all of the figures are named and 
identified by short vertical registers of text above them. All the figures are seated on lion-
footed chairs, with the exception of the final female figure who is seated on a block or 
box, which has been utilized as an additional register for two smaller kneeling female 
figures of the final two daughters. Ramesu is shown extending his leading arm toward an 
offering table and a figure, Rennutet, who holds a tray of offerings. His following hand 
holds a scepter upright. All the figures following him place their leading hands on the 
shoulder of the previous figure. The figures, beginning with Mut-nefert, alternately raise 
                                                 
37
 Hari, La tombe thébaine de pére divin Neferhotep (TT 50), Plate III.  
 
38
 Ibid., Plate IX.  
 
 33 
their following arms or place their following hand on the upper arm of the previous 
figure‟s following arm.  
     The tomb of Neferhotep and his son Nebnefer, TT 6 at Deir el Medina, dating to a 
period between the reigns of Horemheb through Ramses II, contains a scene which may 
have originally shown Nebnefer being embraced by his wife Ipy and his mother-in-law.
39
 
(fig. 24) Unfortunately, a large portion of the scene is missing; only the head and part of 
the upper body of Ipy, her mother‟s head, and the text above them are preserved. 
However, the close proximity of the heads of the figures suggests that they would have 
been posed in such a way that an embrace would have been quite possible.  
     The tomb of Inherkhau, TT 359, dated to the reigns of Ramses III and IV, contains 
several family scenes, one of which has a rather unusual scene of Inherkhau and his wife 
with four of their grandchildren.
40
 (fig. 25) Inherkhau is seated facing the viewer‟s right. 
His wife is seated behind him. She places her leading hand on her husband‟s shoulder. 
She extends her following hand so that it nearly touches Inherkhau‟s far shoulder as if 
she is caressing his shoulder. Inherkhau reaches forward toward the offering bearers that 
are shown in front of the couple. With the other hand Inherkhau caresses a lock of one of 
his child‟s hair. She stands in front of him and holds out a small bird with her leading 
hand to another grandchild seated at Inherkhau‟s feet. Another grandchild stands behind 
her grandmother‟s chair and holds a small bird in her leading hand by its wings. By the 
grandmother‟s knees, the couple‟s grandson reaches up toward his grandmother.  
                                                 
39
 Henri Wild, La tombe de Néfer-hotep (I) et Neb-néfer à Deir el Médîna [N°6] et autres 
documents les concernaut (Cairo: Publication de l‟ Institut Français d‟Archeologie Orientale 1979), Plate 
12; Porter and Moss, p. 14-15.  
 
40
 Porter and Moss, The Theban Necropolis, Part 1, p. 421-424.; Hodel-Hoenes, Life and Death in 
Ancient Egypt, p. 276. 
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     The tomb of Khons, TT 31, dates to the reign of Ramses II.
41
 (fig. 26) On the south 
wall of the outer hall, a scene depicts one of Khons‟ sons with his mother and sister.
42
 
The scene shows them participating in the meal for the dead. The figures are seated 
facing the viewer‟s right where what remains of a figure pours liquid from a Hs-vase over 
an offering table. The first two figures are damaged. Little remains of the mid-sections of 
these seated figures or of the chairs on which they were seated. However, most of their 
heads, arms, shoulders, and the texts above them have been preserved as has the last 
figure in the row. Usermont, Khons‟ son, is seated in the foremost position. With his 
leading hand he reaches forward toward the offerings which are being presented. Behind 
him, his mother, Ruia, stretches out her leading arm and rests her hand on his shoulder. 
Seated behind her, her daughter Tjesy grasps Ruia‟s near shoulder with her leading hand 
and places her following hand on Ruia‟s other arm.  
 
Conclusions 
     Compared side by side, the family scenes of the New Kingdom, both pre and post-
Amarna, are very similar. Most of them even tend to share the same composition of 
figures which are seated together with their arm or arms around the person in front of 
them. However, the standing face to face posture only appears in the tombs‟ of  Mereruka 
and Ni-ankh-khnum and Khnumhotep from the Old Kingdom, on the stele from the 
Second Intermediate period, and in the New Kingdom tombs‟ of  Neferhotep (TT 49), 
Kenamun  (TT 162), and Amenemhab, (TT 85). Other than Neferhotep‟s scene, none of 
these examples of this posture are from the post-Amarna period. The number of 
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 Porter and Moss, The Theban Necropolis, Part 1, p. 47.  
 
42
 Davies, Seven Private Tombs at Kurnah, pp. 11-30, Plate XII.  
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embracing scenes, while limited, seems to create a stronger visual tradition for non-royal 
family scenes, even in the pre-Amarna Theban area alone, than we have proof for in the 






Chapter Five: The Literary Sources 
 
     In the previous chapters we have seen the visual traditions that may have influenced 
the embracing scene in Neferhotep‟s tomb. However, it is important to note that this 
scene is not just an image. It can be read as a full-sized hieroglyph. Having noted that this 
scene is related not only to the decoration of the rest of tomb but also to its texts, looking 
at the words that this scene could represent and the contexts in which these words are 
found seems appropriate. This is all the more significant because the text accompanying 
the embracing scene in Neferhotep‟s tomb is fragmentary and the crucial words 
describing the action in this case are lost. However the texts on ceiling rafters speak to 
this scene. In one of these examples term used is Hpt.1         
     The Egyptians used at least five terms that can be translated as „embrace.‟ These are 
inq, Hpt, Xnw-awy, sxn, qni.2 Another term that can be translated as embrace in a poetic 
sense is inH.3 This body of terms emphasizes different types of embracing and different 
environments. To begin, we will look at selective examples of each term. Then we will 
compare the types of literature in which these examples appear and, then, where they are 
identified, the subjects to which these terms can refer. For the sake of convenience the 
examples of the terms will be listed alphabetically. For these examples I have chosen to 
include my own translations.  
                                                 
1
 “May I see my father and may he give his two hands to me and may he repeat the words of 
welcome. May my mother embrace me and may she say to me “What has happened to thee has been 
ordained.” Norman de Garis Davies, The Tomb of Nefer-hotep at Thebes (New York: The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, 1933; Reprint, New York: Arno Press, 1973), Ceiling text c. p. 67. “Oh, that my mother 
and [my father] might say to me „That which has happened to thee is the happiest lot. Fill thou thy heart 
with the lord of the gods for thou hast reached the West.‟ ” Ceiling text o. Ibid., p. 68-69. 
 
2
 David Shennum, English-Egyptian Index of Faulkner’s Concise Dictionary of Middle Egyptian 
(Malibu: Undena Publications, 1977), p. 47.  
 
3
 William Kelly Simpson, The Literature of Ancient Egypt: An Anthology of Stories, Instructions, 
Stelae, Autobiographies, and Poetry, 3
rd
 Ed. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2003), p. 279. 
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Phrases containing inH  
1. Your rays they embrace the lands to the limit of all that you have made. 
4
    





 by a ditch surrounded with green trees.
 6
   
 aH m Sdyt inHw m xtw wADw  
 
 
3. Then my majesty surrounded it with ramparts.
 7
 





Phrases containing inq  
 
4. Controlling the foreign lands by his crown, embracing the two lands (or banks) with 
his two hands. 
8
 
dAr xAswt m wrrt.f  inq tAwy  m r-awy.f  
 
 
5. He embraces them, all lands are in adoration of his rising everyday.
 9
  
inq.f sn tA nb m htt n wbn.f ra-nb  
 
 
                                                 
4
 Norman de Garis Davies, The Rock Tombs of El Amarna: Part VI.- Tombs of Parennefer, Tutu, 
and Ay (London: The Egypt Exploration Fund, 1908), Plate XXVII.  
 
5
 Note that while the standerd transcription for this word should be iH the reed leaf is a variant 
spelling replacing the arm for a. Raymond O. Faulkner, A Concise Dictionary of Middle Egyptian (Oxford: 
Griffith Institute, 1962), p. 46.  
 
6
 Kurt Sethe, Urkunden der 18. Dynastie, Vol. 3. (Leipzig: J.C. Hinrichs‟sche Buchhandlung, 
1907), p. 660. 
 
7
 Ibid., p. 758.  
 
8
 F. Ll. Griffith, Hieratic Papyri from Kahun and Gurab, (Principally of the Middle Kingdom), 
(London: Bernard Quarich, 1898), LV. 1. Hymn to Usertesen III., p. I.  
 
9
 Adriaan De Buck, Egyptian Readingbook: Exercises and Middle Egyptian Texts (Chicago, IL: 
Ares Publishers, Inc., 1982), p. 114.11.  
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6. Isis and Nephthys embrace for you, embrace for you.
 10
  
Ast  Hna nbt-Hwt  inq ir Tn inq ir Tn  
 
 
7. He has embraced with N.
 11
 
 inq.n.f n N 
 
 
8. I give to him, I embrace him.
 12
  
di.(i ) n sw inq.(i) sw  
 
 












11. She embraces you.
15
 





                                                 
10
 Kurt Sethe, Die Altaegyptischen Pyramidentexte Vol. 1, (Leipzig: J.C. Hinrichs‟sche 
Buchhandlung, 1908), p. 164.a.236. Variation; 164.a.710-5. Note that while a female determinative is 
included with either of these names it is still possible to translate them as deities rather than places, which I 
am choosing to do after the manner of  Allen‟s translation. James P. Allen, The Ancient Egyptian Pyramid 
Texts. Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2005), p. 34. 
 
11
 Kurt Sethe, Die Altaegyptischen Pyramidentexte Vol. 2, (Leipzig: J.C. Hinrichs‟sche 
Buchhandlung, 1910),p. 993.a. 935. 
 
12
 Ibid., p. 1341.b.601. 
 
13
 Ibid.., p. 1473.c. 667. Variation 1473.c.777.  
 
14
 Ibid., p. 1486.a.683. 
 
15




12. She brought back its fugitives, she embraces (or unites) its deserters, (after) she has 
pacified Upper Egypt.
 16
   
 nwi.n.s wtxw.s inq.s tSw.s sgrH.n.s Smaw  
 
 
13. The souls of On (Heliopolis) have embraced him.
 17
   
nTrw bAw  iwnw inq n.f  
 
 
14. You are twice welcome in peace, embraced in the two arms which guide life.
 18
   
iw n sp-sn  m Htp tw inq. tw [m] awy sSm anx  
 
 
15. …The western land which unites (with) the corpse and embraces her bones…
19
 





Phrases containing Hpt  
 
16. Then his shield, his axe, and his embrace of javelins fell to me.
 20
   







                                                 
16
 Kurt Sethe, Urkunden der 18. Dynastie, Vol. 1 (Leipzig: J.C. Hinrichs‟sche Buchhandlung, 
1903), p. 21.14.  
 
17
 Peter F. Dorman, The Tombs of Senenmut: The Architecture and Decoration of Tombs 71 and 
353 (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1991), Plate 79. 
 
18
 Nina de Garis Davies, The Tomb of Amenemhet (No. 82), (London: Egypt Exploration Fund, 
1915), Plate X. 
 
19
 J.J. Tylor, and F. Ll. Griffith, The Tomb of Paheri at el Kab, in Ahnas El Medineh 
(Heracleopolis Magna) with chapters on Mendes, the nome of Thoth, and Leontopolis. By Edward Naville, 
(London: The Egypt Exploration Fund, 1984), Plate, VII-VIII. 
 
20
 Roland Koch, Die Erzahlung des Sinuhe, (Brussels: Editions de la Fondation Egyptologique 
Reine Elisabeth, 1990), p. 50.14.  
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17. Then he kissed me as (he) embraced me. 21  
wn in.f Hr snny.i Hr Hpty.i  
 
 
18. Every man embraces his friend.
 22
  
s nb Hr Hpt snwy.f  
 
 
19. Stand and embrace one and another.
 23
 
aHa n Hpt n ky ky  
 
 
20. My heart has embraced her.
 24
  
ib.i m Hpt st 
 
 
21. Joy embraces all of her.
 25
  
 rSwt Hpty st nbt  
 
 
22. I embrace him (with) both arms.
 26
 
 Hpt.i sw gbAwy 
 
  
23. I embrace her…
27
 
 iw.i Hpty st  
 
                                                 
21
 Ibid., p. 52.7. 
 
22
 De Buck, Reading Book, p. 100.  
 
23
 Hermann Grapow, Religiose Urkunden. p.48.6 and .15. 
 
24
Alan H. Gardiner, The Library of A. Chester Beatty: Description of a Hieratic Papyrus with a 




 Gardiner, Chester Beatty, Plate XXIIa. 
 
26




 Ibid., p. 60.  
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24. She kisses and she embraces…
28
 






 Hpt.sy  
 
 
26. May my mother embrace me and may she say to me…30 





Phrases containing Xnw-awy 
 
27. Like what was made for Horus within (lit. “in the embrace of) the nest of Chemmis.
31
 
mi irt.n n Hrw m Xnw-awy sSy n Ax-bit  
 
 
28. Given life in her embrace.
 32
  
 di anx m Xnw-awy.s 
 
 
29. I have given of my embrace.
 33
  






                                                 
28
 Sethe, Urkunden, Vol. 1,  p. 229. 1-2.  
 
29
 Kurt Sethe, Urkunden der 18. Dynastie, Vol. 4 (Leipzig: J.C. Hinrichs‟sche Buchhandlung, 
1909), p. 1163. 1.  
 
30
 Davies, The Tomb of Nefer-hotep at Thebes, Plate LIX. C.  
 
31
 Sethe, Urkunden, Vol. 1, p. 239.10. 
 
32
 Ibid., p. 255.10. 
 
33
 Ibid., p. 255.12. 
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30. This Senenmut is in your embrace so he cannot die.
 34
   





Phrases containing sxn  
 
31. He descends to the earth, he descends to the water, he embraces his family, he 
embraces (his) father, (he embraces) his mother,
35
 he embraces his children and his 
siblings, he embraces his loved ones, he embraces his friends, he embraces his 
companions and his loved ones, the things which were made for this N on earth, he 
embraces his consort.
 36
   
 hA.f r tA hA.f r mw sxn.f Abt.f sxn.f it(.f  sxn.f ) mwt.f sxn.f msw(.f ) snw.f sxn.f mrt.f  sxn.f 









32. It is I who embrace the place.
 37
   







                                                 
34
 Dorman, Senenmut, Plate 65.  
 
35
 Raymond O. Faulkner, A Concise Dictionary of Middle Egyptian (Oxford: Griffith Institute, 
1962), p. 106, Adolf Erman and Hermann Grapow, Wörterbuch zu der Aegyptischen Sprache (Leipzig: J.C. 
Hinrichs‟sche Buchhandlung, 1926-1929), Vol. II p. 54. Both of these dictionaries confirm that, while this 
is an unusual variant, it is the word for mother.  
 
36




 E.A. Wallis Budge, The Book of the Dead: The Chapters of Coming Forth by Day (London: 




33. This N embraces his family.
 38
 
sxn N pn Abt.f  
 
 
34. He descends to the water, he embraces his family.
 39
   
 hAi.f r mw sxn.f Abt.f  
 
 




36. Horus has come, he embraced you.
 41
  
 iw.n Hrw sxn.f Tw 
 
 
37. There (I) am embraced by the two lands and the sky.
 42
  
dy sxnw tAwy pt  
 
 
38. Cause that one descends embracing the two lands and the sky for this P. 
43
 







                                                 
38
 Adriaan De Buck, and Alan H. Gardiner, The Egyptian Coffin Texts, Vol. II Texts of Spells 76-
169 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1935), Spell 141.  
 
39
 De Buck and Gardiner, The Egyptian Coffin Texts, Vol. II. Spell 146. 2BL. There are 65 
examples which are variations and continuations of this example.  
  
40
 Sethe, Pyramidentexte, Vol. 1, 310.e.450. Variation 310.e. 258. 
 
41
 Ibid., 575.a. 170. Variation 575.a.118; 575.a.150; 575.a. 105. 
 
42
 Sethe, Pyramidentexte, Vol. 2, 932.a.178. Variation 932.a.273;  932.a.889; 932.c.179; 
932.c.274; 932.c.  
 
43
 Ibid., 933.a.179. Variation 933.a.275; 933.a.889. 
 
  N 
 P 
 44 
39. You have embraced yourself.
 44
   
sxn.n.t Tw  
 
 
40. Cause the embrace of the two lands and the sky by Horus.
 45
   
 d sxn nw tAwy pt  n Hrw  
 
 
41. Cause the embrace of the two lands and the sky in the state of effectiveness.
 46
  
d sxn nw tAwy pt n Ax.ti  
 
 
42. Cause the embrace of the two lands and the sky by Horus.
 47
   
d sxn nw tAwy pt  n Hrw  
 
 
43. Cause the embrace of the two lands and the sky by Horus of the east.
 48
  
d sxnw nw tAwy pt n  Hrw iAbty 
 
 
44. Cause for me the embrace of the two lands and the sky…
49
 
d n.i sxn nw tAwy pt  
 
 







                                                 
44
 Ibid., 1008.c.204+2. Variation 1008.c. 342; 1008.c.869. 
 
45
 Ibid., 1084.c. 247. Variation 1084.c. 470; 1084.c. 1059.  
 
46
 Ibid., 1085.a. 248. Variation 1085.a.470.  
 
47
 Ibid., 1085.c. 249. Variation 1085.c.471, and 1060. 
 
48
 Ibid., 1085.e. 250. Variation 1085.e.471; 1085.e.1060.  
 
49
 Ibid., 1086.a. 250. Variation 1086.a.472; 1086.a.1061. 
 
50





46. She embraces you. 51  
sxn.s Tn  
 
 
47. You are embraced like one who is loved, they have embraced their father, Atum in 
their name of those who embrace their father.
52
 
 sxn.k mi mr sxn.n.sn it.sn tm m rn.sn n sxn it.sn 
 
 
48. I have come to embrace you.
53
 
iw.n.i sx<n> tw 
 
 
49. I embrace the place…
54
 





Phrases containing qni  
 






51. (Then) you will fill your embrace with your children.
 56
 





                                                 
51
 Sethe, Urkunden, Vol. 1, p. 289.15. 
 
52
 Dorman, Senenmut, Plate 61.  
 
53
 Ibid., Plate 79. 
 
54
 Nina de Garis Davis, The Tomb of Huy: Viceroy of Nubia in the reign of Tutankhamun (No. 40) 
(London: The Egyptian Exploration Fund, 1926), Plate XXXVIII.  
 
55
 De Buck. Reading Book, p. 101.  
 
56
 Ibid., p. 103. 
 
<  > 
 46 
52. (Then) you will fill your embrace with your children.
 57
  
mH.k qni.k m Xrdw.k 
 
 
53. One embraced the other. 
58
 
wa qniw wa  
 
 
54. They embraced him and they kissed him upon all of his body.
59
 
iw.sn Hr qniw.f iw.sn Hr snny.f Hr (Hawt.f) nbt 
 
 
55. Then she kissed him and embraced him upon all of his body. 
60
 
 iw st Hr snny.f  iw st Hr qniw.f Hr Hawt.f nbt  
 
 
 56. (Then) he embraced him and he kissed him upon all of his body. 
61   
iw.f  Hr qniw.f iw.f Hr snny.f  Hr hawt.f nbt  
 
 
57. Taking her son into her embrace…
62
 
 iTt sA.s r qni.s  
 
 
58. …for me, one who embraces her.
 63
 
 n.i qniw st 
 
                                                 
57
 Ibid., p. 105.  
 
58
 Charles E. Moldenke, The Tale of the Two Brothers: A fairy tale of ancient Egypt (Watchung, 
N.J.: The Elsinore Press, 1898), p. 85.  
  
59
 Alan H. Gardiner, Late-Egyptian Stories. Brussels: Edition de la Fondation Egyptologique 
Reine Elisabeth, 1932), p. 4.  
 
60
 Ibid., p. 4-5.  
 
61
 Ibid,, p. 6.  
 
62
Adolf Erman, Zauberspruche für Mutter und Kind: Aus dem Papyrus 3027 Des Berliner 
Museums (Berlin: Der Kinigl. Preuss Akademie, 1901), p. 43.   
 
63




59. Embracing in her two arms the perfect god. 
64
 
 qnit awy.s Hr  nTr nfr  
 
  
60. She embraces her. 
65
   
iw.s qni.s  
 
  
61. The gods of the East embrace you. 
66
  





Literary Texts: Fiction and Love Poetry 
 
    Having looked at the examples of these terms and their translations, it seems logical to 
move on to see if there is a differentiation in the contexts in which they occur. Of the 
examples in our list, ten of these come from four stories. The stories provide context for 
how a term might be used and what characters are shown embracing.  
     The first story is that of Sinuhe.
67
 The protagonist Sinuhe, an Egyptian, runs away to a 
foreign land. There he becomes a champion and son-in-law of a local ruler. Eventually 
the king of Egypt summons him back to Egypt where he takes up his old life. The second 
story is The Shipwrecked Sailor.
68
 The unnamed sailor recounts a story of how he was 
shipwrecked on a mystical island. There he meets a god in the form of a giant snake, who 
                                                 
64
 Sethe, Urkunden, Vol. 3, p. 921.1. 
 
65
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tells the sailor his own story and prophesies the sailor‟s return home. The third story is 
that of the Two Brothers.
69
 The brothers Bata and Anubis live together in harmony until 
Anubis‟s wife attempts to seduce the younger brother Bata. Her machinations eventually 
lead to the death of Bata. However, through a series of reincarnations, Bata is able to gain 
the upper hand, eventually becoming the king of Egypt. The final tale, The Doomed 
Prince, is the story of a young prince whose death is prophesied at his birth.
70
 
Determined that, if he is going to die, he should see the world, the young prince sets out 
and in a foreign land gains the hand of a princess by jumping up to her window. After 
their marriage she saves him from the first of the fates that would kill him. Unfortunately, 
the papyrus becomes fragmentary before the other fates are either averted or the prince 
dies.  
     In the Story of Sinuhe the term Hpt is used twice, once in the context of a warrior‟s 
embrace or armful of weapons, (16) and again with Sinuhe being embraced by his father-
in-law after Sinuhe‟s victory over the opposing tribe‟s champion (17). In the story of the 
Shipwrecked Sailor the term Hpt is used once, and the term qni is used three times. The 
term Hpt is used in the context of the ship and its crew having reached land (18). The first 
appearance of the term qni is when the sailor says that “I embraced (my) shadow,” as he 
discusses his isolation on the island (50). The other two occurrences are in passages 
where the great snake god who lives on the island is prophesying the sailor‟s return home 
and the sailor‟s reunion with his family (51, 52).  
     In The Tale of the Two Brothers the term qni appears once where the brothers are 
greeting one another after Anubis brings Bata back to life (53). In The Doomed Prince 
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the term qni appears three times. The first occurrence is when the prince is greeted by 
young men who are attempting to gain the hand of the princess, or at least access to her 
window (54). The second is when the prince is being greeted by the princess (55) and the 
third is when he is being greeted by her father who accepts him as a son-in-law (56). 
     Within the literary genre there seems to be a decided preference for the terms Hpt and 
qni. With two exceptions, the warrior and his weapons in the Story of Sinuhe and the 
sailor emphasizing how he had only himself to embrace, in the Shipwrecked Sailor, there 
is clearly a focus on embracing during times of greeting and celebration.  
     In the genre of love poetry, specifically the poems from the Chester Beatty Papyri, 
there are two occurrences of Hpt (20, 21) and one of kni (60). All three are in the context 
of a person, presumably male, embracing or describing a woman. The other examples 
from poems which Foster gathered, contain two occurrences of Hpt. One is of a person, 
possibly female embracing a male (22). The other is a male embracing a female (23). 
Again in this genre the terms Hpt and qni seem to be preferred.  
     One other example of qni comes from a spell for the protection of a child (57). In this 
case the context is a child in the arms of his mother. This establishes a pattern where qni 
and Hpt are terms that tend to be used with respect to family members or people who have 
a close relationship.  
 
Funerary Literature   
     For a different context, we will examine next the examples that come from funerary or 
religious literature. Generally the terms inq and sxn are preferred in funerary literature up 
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to the New Kingdom. Thus we will attempt to follow these examples chronologically and 
examine the New Kingdom examples together.  
 
Old Kingdom: Pyramid Texts  
     Pyramid Texts are a body of spells which are first attested in the fifth
 
dynasty, 
inscribed on walls of the burial chambers in royal pyramids.
71
 The Pyramid Texts have 
many examples of the words for embrace. Both inq (6-11) and sXn (35, 45) appear in the 
context of the deceased interacting with gods, goddesses, and entities such as “the land.” 
Some passages are clearer than others on the exact participants. In these passages many 
of the examples can also be translated with words other than embrace. For example, inq 
can mean “to unite” or “gather together.”
72
 It is possible to translate sxn as “to seek out” 
as well as “to embrace.”
73
 However, whatever debates may arise on English word choice, 
overwhelmingly these two words seem to be favored in this literature and seem to imply 
a joining or reunion.   
 
Middle Kingdom: Coffin Texts and a Solar hymn  





 the main, and to my knowledge only, word used for embrace is sxn. It 
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appears at least eighty-four times in the examples gathered. The Coffin Texts are a 
compilation of spells from the Middle Kingdom which were used on coffins and 
sarcophagi. As a whole they deal with affecting the transition of the deceased into the 
afterlife. Most scholars attribute them to a popular outgrowth of the Pyramid Texts.
76
 The 
determinatives used vary from text to text and include the embracing arms, the arm with a 
stick, and the walking legs.
77
      
     Another example of the term inq is in the “Hymn to Usertesen III”78 (4). In this case it 
is describing the solar disk as it shines in the sky.  
 
New Kingdom: Tombs, temples, and changing contexts  
     During the New Kingdom, an increased use of variant terms can be documented. This 
may be a reflection of different literary traditions influencing one another. In the tomb of 
Senenmut we find three different terms which are used for embrace; sxn, inq and Xnw-awy 
(13, 30, 32, 47, 48). While these are used the denote the actions of different beings, sxn 
and inq of gods and Hnw-awy of the goddess Nut, the fact that Hnw-awy has been added 
stands out as a term in a different context. In the tomb of Neferhotep, TT 49, Hpt is used 
to describe the deceased being greeted by his mother (26). A text from the tomb of 
Neferhotep, TT 50, uses qni in the caption that depicts the goddess of the West (61). 
From two tombs recorded in Urkunden der 18. Dynastie, we also have an example of qni 
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in a tomb of a royal nurse at Thebes from the time of Amenhotep II (59) and one example 
each of qni and  Hpt from the tomb of Rek-mi-re related to a relief of two women and two 
girls (25, 60). Another related place where a newer term for embrace, Hpt, occurs is in 
some of the copies of the Book of the Dead (19). Other tombs of the New Kingdom use 
more traditional terms. For example, in the tomb of Amenemhet inq is used in the 
inscription related to a figure of the goddess of the West, and in the tomb of Huy sxn is 
used in the transverse hall‟s ceiling inscriptions (14, 49). The term inq also appears in the 
tomb of Paheri, which is dated to the New Kingdom (15). In this tomb, the term inq is not 
used with reference to the tomb owner as a person per se, but in describing the deposition 
of the body. 
      Inscriptions from various monuments of the eighteenth dynasty provide another 
source of examples. From Karnak we have an example of inq used in reference to Queen 
Ahmose “uniting the land” (12). Also from Karnak comes an example of sxn from 
Hatshepsut‟s Speos Artemidos reliefs (46). Hatshepsut has also provided us with 
examples from her mortuary temple at Deir el Bahri. The term Hnw-awy appears twice in 
the coronation scenes and once in the Hathor chapel (27, 28, 29). The term Hpt is used in 
the birth narrative scenes of the same temple (24).  
     The term inH appears in the hymn to the Aten from Ay‟s tomb at El Amarna (1). The 
other two occurrences are from the Annals and Megiddo reliefs of Thutmose III at the 
temple of Karnak (2, 3). Looking at these examples, the hymn to the Aten is the only one 
in which a translation of “embrace” makes sense. The others fit better with Faulkner‟s 
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suggestions of “surround” or “enclose.”
79
 From a solar hymn of Amemhotep III there is 
an example of inq again as the sun-disk shining (5).  
 
Conclusions  
     In summation, a shift seems to occur in the number of words used for embrace that are 
chosen for religious texts in the New Kingdom, perhaps reflecting colloquial use. Before 
that period the terms qni and Hpt tend to be used in the literature with respect to living 
relatives and close friends. Even after the shift to funerary occurrences they still seem to 
retain some of their association with relatives. The term Xnw-awy seems to have had a 
close association with females. Hatshepsut uses it several times, and Senenmut only uses 
it of a goddess. Since it can also be translated literally as „within two arms‟ it seems to be 
a very physical term, one which could perhaps be translated as “to hug.” On the other 
extreme there are the terms sxn and inq which appear primarily in funerary literature and 
religious texts. Both of these terms seem to have been chosen for the flexibility in 
meaning allowing for a variety of interpretations. However, inq does appear with solar 
association in both the Old Kingdom and the New Kingdom. The other term inH from the 
Hymn to the Aten can only be translated in a very poetic sense as embrace. From other 
examples of the word, it is potentially more accurate to translate it as “to surround,” 
simply because of context.  
     Since these terms occur from the Old Kingdom on, they parallel the visual tradition 
which we examined in Chapter Three. However, the number of examples used in the 
Middle Kingdom Coffin Texts shows a continuing literary tradition where our visual 
tradition is the weakest.  
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     In the specific case of the tomb of Neferhotep, not only are these words for embrace 
being physically enacted in the scene illustrating him meeting and embracing his parents, 
but they carefully tie into the themes represented in the ceiling texts of the transverse hall. 
(26) The use of different terms for embrace documented from the time of the earliest 
funerary literature on, links Neferhotep‟s scene to a very long tradition of the use of 
words for embrace.  
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Chapter Six: Conclusions 
 
     As we have seen, the embracing scene from the tomb of Neferhotep can be analyzed 
from a number of perspectives. In Chapter One, we examined the context of the scene 
within the tomb: the liminal location in which it is placed and how it fits into the overall 
decorative plan. In Chapter Two, we looked at how this scene should not be interpreted 
as a simple continuation of the Amarna tradition, which has strong ties to the royal family 
and Akhenaten‟s religious changes. In Chapter Three, we saw how the scene fits into a 
genre of non-royal tomb scenes that depict family members in postures of affection, a 
genre which can be traced as far back as the Old Kingdom. This genre is also evident in 
the non-royal art of the New Kingdom, both pre- and post-Amarna, without significant 
differences. Finally, in Chapter Four we considered the literary tradition. We looked at 
how, where, and about whom the words meaning “to embrace” were used, noting both 
the long history of usage of terms for embrace and the broadened use of terms in the 
funerary literature of the New Kingdom.  
     Placing all of these elements together gives us a glimpse of the ancient Egyptian 
attitude toward the family and the transition to the afterlife. However, it still does 
not answer the question, what purpose family might serve an individual in the 
hereafter? Some scholars have suggested that family scenes in most guises are 
metaphors for rebirth.
1
 While this may be an aspect of these scenes, another is that 
Egyptian funerary belief was grounded in the idea of life. Should an individual pass 
through whatever was awaiting and reach the west, all the needs and desires of his 
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or her past life would still exist.
2
 Family formed a theme that crossed the dividing 
line between life and the afterlife, with those left behind mourning and those 
reunited rejoicing. The Egyptian tomb exploits that constant tension between those 
left in this world and those rejoined, with the calm assurance that all of humanity 
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